
Joint Meeting of the Society of Postal Historians and the Scottish Postal History Society 2018 

Convenor  David Kindley 

This biennial meeting took place on the 27
th
-28

th
 October at the King’s Manor Hotel, Edinburgh. 

The meeting was very well attended, 53 people, including some day attenders. Our two Presidents, Wilf Vevers 

SPH, and David Graham SPHS, jointly chaired the meeting, keeping everything moving very smoothly to allow 

the maximum number of displays. 

 

Apologies John Barwis, Susan McEwan, Malcolm Montgomery, Andrew Norris. 

  

Full Round Displays 

Six excellent displays, enjoyed by all. 

 

Ian Anderson (SPH) ‘West African TPO’s’ Ian covered the development of the three main railways of the 

Gold Coast, the East, West and Central with examples of postmarks and the railways of Togo. 

  Maps and old postcards brought the area alive for all of us. 

 

Peter Chadwick(SPHS)‘Odd charges in GBPH before 1840’ Peter started with Bishop marks and ranged 

through calendar changes; cross posts, bye posts and way posts; use of additional halves in 

Scotland and Wales; London posts; fifth clause posts; Dublin ship letters; to the Uniform 4d 

post. All illustrated with superb examples. 

 

Robin Sherman (SPH)‘Marking Time in the Gilbert & Ellis islands’ Robin showed a map of the great area 

covered by the 30 islands and some early covers, explaining that many places only had 3 or 4 

posts a year. Each island had individual treatment of mails, examples shown. He also showed a 

complete set of censor marks from WWII including 1 of the 2 known copies of number 9. 

 

Bill Shand (SPHS) ‘Additional Halves’ Bill explained the use of the wheel tax ½ and the order of towns 

allowed to use it, both in Scotland and the rest of the UK. He explained the exemptions to the 

tax and the apparently illegal use of the tax on 2 wheeled gigs from Morpeth to Edinburgh. All 

well illustrated with examples from his collection. 

 

Ian Evans (SPH) ‘Aspects of Spanish Postal History’ Ian showed 100 years of Spanish history, working 

back in time from Franco’s rule, the part played by Spain in both World Wars, civil wars, a 

regency, to the reign of Isabella II. All illustrated with excellent covers and described in Ian’s 

own inimitable style. 

 

Norman Watson (SPHS)  ‘Development of the 1d Black’ Interesting collection including each of the 12 

plates, with various unusual rates including an unexplainable 3d. Norman also explained the 

production of the plates. Norman then moved on to ‘1918 Armistice History in the Post’ , a 

fascinating collection of letters, each with the envelope, written either on 11th November or 

within a few days of it. He also had three telegrams announcing the armistice, sent to Post 

Offices for display. He had letters announcing the armistice in US on the 7
th
 November due to a 

reporter misreading a telegram, and letters describing the public reaction after the armistice, 

both at the front and at home. 

 

Members displays were limited to 2 frames and 2 minutes to speak to them. Cooperation of the members was 

appreciated. 

 
Keith Brandon  ‘Successor States of Austria-Hungary, kingdom of Serbs, Croats & Slovenes’. Covers 

showing changes at the end of WWI, with overprinted stamps, new issues and then postmarks. 

 

Janet Bygate  ‘Civilian Censorship WWII’. Mail which contravened regulations  and was returned to 

sender, with explanatory notices. 

 

Patrick Campbell  ‘English Additional Half’  Examples of the marks from Newcastle, Bristol and Exeter. 

 



Richard Cuthbertson ‘Alloa pre-1840’  10 different marks from the smallest county in the UK, 

Clackmananshire. Mail sent to an Edinburgh lawyer. 

 

Brian Dow   ‘Post Offices in Perthshire’ Current photos of the Post offices with copies of the 

postmarks in use. Some now closed and served by a van.  

 

Richard Farnham  ‘Early letters’ 1716 Portpatrick to Donaghadee; 1714 Manuscript Belfast, Soldier 

Concession; Dublin to Melford, and a Free letter with Welsh add ½ deleted.  

 
Michael Fenning ‘Early Post Office Reward Notices.’ Printed posters for Post Offices and taverns. 

Malcolm pointed out that Highwaymen tended to act alone as there was a £100 reward from the 

government and a £200 reward from the Post office, both claimable by an accomplice giving 

evidence, along with a royal pardon. 

 

Richard Fleming ‘German Occupation of Alderney 1940-45’. Items showing pictures and ephemera along 

with covers, including one of the 4 concentration camps on Alderney. 

 

Michael Fulford ‘Cyprus before English occupation in 1878’. Including a letter from 1485, letters in 

Armenian and some posted in Larnika.  

  

Stuart Geddes  ‘By way of Waterford’ Letters showing the Welsh additional ½ including  a 9/8½ d rate, 

  Pointed out that unlike the Scottish flat rate tax, the Welsh tax increased for heavier items. Also 

used in Wales to help finance the Conway and Menai bridges. 

 

David Gurney   ‘Forwarding agents of Great Britain handling Channel Islands Mail’ The display 

included both commercial and private agents. 

 

Ron Harkess  ‘Mail from Graf Spee’  After the ship was scuttled 1000 sailors were interned in 

Argentina, Ron showed mail to and from Germany/ Argentina, 1940 to 1946.  

 

John Jackson  ‘Swiss Internees during WW1’ Sick prisoners from British, French and German POW 

camps taken to recover in empty hotels and sanatorium in Switzerland, paid for by their own 

government, mail and postcards of hotels shown. 

  

David Kindley  ‘Afghanistan’  Zahir Shah was deposed and then removed from stamps by cutting off his 

picture.  ‘Walter Grey’ 3 cards to the same man, a telegrapher, who received the message 

leading to Crippen’s arrest and also the first message about the sinking of the Titanic. 

 

Willie King  ‘Covers for Congress 2019’ James Watt and the 1
st
 copier; Sailing, yachts from Fairlie 

and a miniature sheet of yachts. Also showed an add ½ from Cupar, Fife for Bill Shand. 

 

Philip Longbotton ‘Amsterdam -Rotterdam route from 1667’ Various charge marks showing Amsterdam 

badge with posthorn above incorporating various letters. On the front if to pay, on the back 

with red line across if prepaid. 

 

Mike Maplethorpe ‘Flimsy’  Post office documents on flimsy paper, including work reports of rural postmen. 

 

Margaret Morris ‘Letter about the comet of 1792’  Margaret showed both sides of the letter which gave 

astronomical data and a map of the event. 

 

Robin Morton  ‘Edinburgh Receiving Houses’  Various marks including a Missent to Leith. 

 

Ken Norris  ‘Inverness-shire’  Post Offices and matching postmarks1900-1914. 

 

Ben Palmer   ‘GB to Italy 1840-1875’ Various covers and also including a caricature Mulready to 

France with a small 2 in blue. 

 



John Parkin  ‘Private Frank Stephens’ a Canadian volunteer in WWII and John’s Uncle. Letters and 

ephemera, including his Uncle’s medals. Frank was captured after the abortive raid on Dieppe, 

pronounced dead at home, and when he returned found his wife remarried; luckily he also 

found a new wife. 

 

Stephen Parkin  ‘Edinburgh explanatory marks’  Overweight mail with several series of marks, common 

for lower weights, but rare over 2oz and over 4oz marks, examples shown. 

 

Hans Smith   ‘Firth of Clyde’ Various marks including additional ½ and a Free frank of the Marquis   

of Bute. 

 

Max Smith  ‘Mysore Anche’ The state post of Mysore, manuscript marks but an efficient postage 

service, acting as a feeder to the Imperial post. Early example of fake news, with a report of a 

river silting up, causing shares in a cannery situated at the mouth to the river to rocket.  

 

Julian Tweed  ‘Late Fee Mail from Glasgow’ Showing a fee of 1d for 15 minutes before departure of 

the mail, increasing to 3d, later reduced to 2d, for the last five minutes and some Too Late 

marks. 

 

Bruce Walker  ‘Paid marks of NE Scotland’  Came in various colours, possibly Aberdeen buying 

whatever was cheapest! Different for the various towns, sometimes prepaid, sometimes on 

receipt. 

 

Graham Winters ‘The Forth Bridge’ Example of an Ephemera exhibit, with posters advertising, newspaper 

items and the odd postcard making an interesting pair of frames. This will be a new category 

for exhibits at Perth 2019. 

 
Terry Woods  ‘Registration labels’. 6 types of Large labels of Scotland usually numbered between 1 and 50, 

51 to 100 rarer. 

 

 


